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Contents of Patch 
Patch 7 includes fixes for the following bugs: 

 Under certain conditions, fandeck or formula book database updates would fail to 
install.  With Patch 7, these databases install correctly. 

 
Patch 7 also includes everything in Patch 6: 

 A side effect of Patch 5 was that Color Lookup took more time to complete a search.  
This has been corrected in Patch 6. 

 
Patch 7 also includes everything in Patch 5: 

 In Color Lookup, some fandeck colors were omitted from the list.  They are now 
included. 

 
Patch 7 also includes everything in Patch 4: 

 With some Color Matching Databases, when a formula was saved to Customer Files, the 
wrong base would be displayed.  This affected Color Matching Databases in which the 
product was not the last selection in the menu flow.  The issue occurred in Color Match 
and Manual Entry.  Note that the correct base was saved in Customer Files. 

 
Patch 7 also includes everything in Patch 3: 

 When certain Customer File formulas were deleted, other formulas in the same paint 
product would appear to be deleted also. 

 
Patch 7 also includes everything in Patch 2: 

 The precision in the FM-XML dispenser protocol was limited to 0.001 U.S. Fluid Ounces.  
This caused round-off error in some formula amounts.  The precision has been extended 
to 0.000001 U.S. Fluid Ounces. 

 Customer File backup to a network drive and restore from a network drive would fail on 
some systems. 

 Customer File restore on Windows XP and Windows 8 would fail occasionally.  On 
Windows XP, it could even prevent CD PLUS from launching the next time. 

 Some Customer File records could not be re-matched or corrected with certain color 
matching databases (especially CFL databases). 

 There were some problems with user-defined labels (custom logos, custom label title, 
and colorant titles), printing of user-defined templates, and the color harmony labels. 

 In Manual Entry, it was possible to get a blank screen when switching between paint 
lines. 

 Some very old fandecks could not be used in formulation. 

 There were several problems that would cause formulas generated in CD PLUS not to 
match formulas generated in Color iMatch. 
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 Support was added for the Opacity Control setting from Color iMatch.  Previously, only 
the “None” setting was supported.  

 
Patch 7 also includes everything in Patch 1: 

 Some Customer File records from old systems could not be re-matched. 

 Custom labels could not be printed; the narrow standard label would be printed instead. 

 Custom label templates would sometimes be corrupted, which led to an error when 
printing. 

 Color Harmony would show no recommended colors for some color collections, even 
though suitable colors were available. 

 In Color Match, the on-screen color was sometimes wildly wrong (e.g. after measuring a 
blue item, the on-screen color would be pink), although the paint formula was correct. 

 In some paint lines with created with metric units, formula amounts would be incorrect. 

 A few electronic formula books – typically those with sample can sizes – had incorrect 
colorant amounts. 

Installing the Patch 
1. Download the patch and unzip it.  Double click CDPPatch.exe to start the installation. 
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2. During the installation, you will see the following window.  Wait for the installation to 
finish. 

 
 

3. When the installation is finished, click OK. 

 


